Compartment Syndrome of the Leg Associated With Fracture: An Algorithm to Avoid Releasing the Posterior Compartments.
The purpose of this study is to report on a prospective series of patients in whom an algorithm was used to attempt to avoid releasing the posterior compartments in patients with lower leg compartment syndrome (CS) and the safety of such a practice. Prospective cohort study. Level 1 trauma center. A consecutive series of 39 patients was managed by one surgeon for CS using the reported protocol. Patients diagnosed with a CS of the leg were managed with a single operative protocol. After a standard anterior and lateral compartment release through a full-length lateral incision was performed, the superficial and deep posterior compartments were measured with the heel resting on a bolster. Using the preoperative diastolic blood pressure, a ΔP < 30 was considered to be a positive finding warranting a separate medial incision for release of the posterior compartments. If the ΔP was ≥30, the posterior compartments were not released. Need for medial release or development of posterior CS or sequelae. A consecutive series of 39 patients were managed by 1 surgeon for CS using the described protocol. Two patients with an isolated posterior CS were excluded. The other 37 had clinical symptoms or compartment pressures consistent with anterior compartment involvement. Of 37 patients, 21 had (57%) symptoms suggesting posterior compartment involvement. The preoperative pressure measurements averaged 41 mm Hg with an average ΔP of 38. After full-length release of the anterior and lateral compartments, only 3/37 (8%) required a posterior release for a ΔP of <30 mm Hg. The lowest ΔP in the posterior compartments of the remaining 34 patients averaged 59 (32-86). The compartment pressures in the superficial and deep posterior compartments decreased by 22 mm Hg and 24 mm Hg, respectively, after the anterolateral release. None of the patients who had only an anterolateral release developed sequelae of a missed posterior CS. The use of the reported algorithm is effective in avoiding posterior compartment release. Therapeutic Level IV. See Instructions for Authors for a complete description of levels of evidence.